The NAATP Foundation for Recovery Science and Education will acknowledge donors as mutually agreed upon and commensurate with leadership giving. We offer the following opportunities. Final recognition may vary.

### YOUR GIFT OF | ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

**$100,000 | CHAMPIONS**
- Benefits listed below plus
- Honor and signage at the 2021 NAATP National Leadership Conference FoRSE Launch Highlight
- Special recognition at the annual NAATP National Leadership Conference for the three-year project period
- Prominent recognition in FoRSE-related print, electronic, and social media

**$75,000 | BENEFACORS**
- Benefits listed below plus
- Recognition at FoRSE events for the three-year project period
- Acknowledgement in FoRSE-related webinars

**$50,000 | SUSTAINERS**
- Benefits listed below plus
- Early access to research publications and invitation-only events

**$25,000 | ADVOCATES**
- Benefits listed below plus
- Media exposure, including exclusive press release recognition

**$10,000 | AMBASSADORS**
- Benefit listed below plus
- Founding Donor seal* to place on organization’s website as recognition, with hyperlink to Donor E-Wall

**$1,000 | FRIENDS**
- Name listed on dedicated page (Donor E-Wall) of FoRSE website

---

*The FoRSE Founding Donor seal designates Founding Donors as visionary philanthropists and leaders of addiction treatment who launched the historic work of FoRSE. The seal is designed to sit alongside such other industry website seals as Accreditation and Internet Certification.
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